
emperor’s servants, Kapuscinski has pre- 
served an unforgettable portrait of tradition 
skeptically confronting the mysterious 
menaces of modernity. Describing the pre- 
vailing atmosphere in the palace after the 
1960 coup. one courtier muses: “A kind of 
mania seized this mad and unpredictable 
world, my friend: a rhania for development. 
Everybody thought about developing him- 
self, and not according to God’s law that a 
man is bom, develops and dies. No, each 
one wanted to develop himself extraordi- 
narily, dynamically and powerfully.. ..Yet 
our Empire had existed for hundreds, even 
thousands, of years without any noticeable 
development, and all the while its leaders 
were respected, revered, worshiped.” And 
once started, the madness of development 
was irreversible. “That’s where the mistake 
was.” another courtier concludes, “no 
movement should have been permitted, since 
we could only exist in immobility. The more 
immobile immobility is, the longer and surer 
its duration.” 

Harold Marcus’s Ethiopia. Great Brit- 
ain, and the United States is a scholarly 
account of the emperor’s postwar foreign 
policy. Like the late shah of Iran, Haile 
Selassie’s mastery of palace intrigue and 
factional maneuver served him well in the 
rough-and-tumble world of intemational 
realpolitik. Swept back into power on the 
heels of the British invasion of Ethiopia in 
1943, the emperor used great-power pa- 
tronage to consolidate his rule and extend 
his kingdom. The gradual dismantling of 
Britain’s overseas empire allowed the Ne- 
gus to annex the former Italian colony of 
Eritrea with the blessing of the United States, 
which later used Eritrea as a key listening 
post on its anti-soviet defense perimeter. 
During the ’50s and ‘~Qs, Ethiopia claimed 
the1ion’sshareofU.S. aiddollarsin Africa, 
although American diplomats could not re- 
strain the emperor f” diverting to military 
projects the aid that was earmarked for so- 
cial and economic development. 

Marcus devotes his longest chapter to an 
hour-by-hour account of Germane’s failed 
military coup. Confirming the particulars of 
Kapuscinski’s prose-poem, Marcus por- 
trays Ethiopia’s “Decembrists” as naive 
idealists without doctrine or program, bun- 
gling revolutionaries wbo understood nei- 
ther the art of mass politics nor the workings 
of palace intrigue. Prior to his departure for 
Brazil in December, 1960, Haile Selassie 
had become aware of dissension within the 
military; but instead of moving against the 
malcontents directly, he chose to juggle 
several strategic posts in the Ministry of 
Defense. Marcus’s study indicates that this 

one act of imperial finesse effectively foiled 
the coup. As the conspirators fled the capital 
and the emperor returned to Addis to review 
his  loyal troops in front of jubilant crowds, 
“the hysteria of the mobs had almost gotten 
out of control”--here Marcus is quoting the 
American consul’s report-“and the Em- 
peror was soon surrounded by innumerable 
screaming people. Had anyone wished to 
assassinate him, it would have been very 
easy.” 

Drawing extensively on American dip 
lomatic archives and Ethiopian documents 
and interviews, Marcus shows an American 
mission finely attuned to political devel- 
opments in the host country as well as to 
the interests of the U.S. Although the 
American embassy threw in its lot with the 
emperor as soon as it became clear that his 
loyalists would prevail, the U.S. mission 
realized the full implications of the abortive 
coup. Indeed, numerous diplomatic reports 
during the ’60s analyzed the impossible 
contradictions of the emperor’s rule, and in 
some cases uncannily anticipated some of 
the complex developments of the military 
coup and the ensuing Ethiopian revolution. 
But because of the perceived inevitability 
of violent revolution and the dispensability 
of American installations in Eritrea, U.S. 
diplomats never seriously confronted the 
intractable dilemmas of reform and revo- 
lution in Ethiopia-as was also the case 
later in Iran and Central America. 

When the deluge did finally come in 1974. 
advances in satellite technology and favor- 
able developments in the Middle East had 
marginalized Ethiopia’s strategic impor- 
tance for the U.S.; and American diplomats 
graciously conceded the triumph of Soviet 
influence in Addis. Marcus’s conclusion will 
surprise few State Department profession- 
als: “ U S .  policy towards Addis Ababa re- 
mained essentially unprincipled, even im- 
moral, in its pragmatic opportunism. 
Survival of an important [but nonessential] 
American facility was the priority.” 6D!I 
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ONE DAY OF LIFE 

(Vintage Press; 215 pp.; $6.95 [paper]) 
by Manllo Argueta 

Holly Myers 

This is among the first works of the new 
Aventura series from Vintage. Originally 
published in El Salvador in 1980. Argueta’s 
fine novel accomplishes what endless reams 
of journalism about the continuing tragedy 
in that country would never ‘do. Through 
an intense evocation of character, Argueta’s 

work vividly exposes the reader to the ur- 
gent life-and-death drama that, though an 
everyday matter in El Salvador, remains 
essentially beyond the comprehension of a 
secure American public. This story of a 
peasant family whose existence is inescap 
ably transformed by a repressive govern- 
ment within an unjust society renders im- 
mediate the abstract issues the American 
public (or some small percentage of it) now 
associates with Central America. The ac- 
tions and aspirations of the members of a 
single family. as they struggle through one 
fateful day, forcefully depict the need for 
the reform of a feudal society, the total 
disregard for human rights under a military 
government’s rule by terror, and the in- 
creasing leadership offered by a church op- 
posed to unending repression. 

One Day of Life opens as Lupe Fuentes 
Guardado awakens in her rancho on the 
outskirts of Chalate in Chalatenango Prov- 
ince. As she watches the sun rise and birds 
flit h u g h  the sky, the reader senses Lupe’s 
dignity, her communion with her environ- 
ment. and the traditional order of her world. 
Lupe recalls an incident in which she was 
spared being hanned by a snake: “The voice 
of conscience illuminated my way.. .the 
voice of conscience belongs to one and 
doesn’t belong to one. It comes from only 
God knows where.” Lupe is stating the prin- 
cipal theme of One Day oflife: the role of 
conscience in the ongoing struggle of the 
Salvadoran people. The novel highlights the 
growing awareness of thc Salvadoran poor 
about the injustice of their plight. “After a 
congress was held I don’t know where 
... religion was no longer the same.’’ Instead 
of preaching resignation, the Church began 
to advocate involvement and the promotion 
of community. Simultaneously, Lupe notes, 
“the Guard started appearing in our neigh- 
borhood.. .they began telling us that the priest 
had made us insolent, had filled our heads 
with strange ideas.” 

It is soon clear that the Fuentes Guardado 
family is facing catastrophe. Lupe’s son 
Justin0 has recently been murdered by the 
Guard, his head chopped off and stuck on 
a roadmarker for all to see. The husband 
of her daughter Maria Pia has been “made 
to disappear” by the Guard; and now Maria 
Pia, beaten repeatedly herself, must go with 
her smallest children up to the hills at night 
in order to escape abduction by the Guard. 
Lupe’s husband, JosGknown as Chepe- 
has also been forced into hiding, returning 
home only at dawn to eat his breakfast and 
then slip away again. On his particular day, 
Lupe’s fifteen-year-old granddaughter, 
Adolfina-Maria Pia’s daughter-is com- 
ing 10 visit her. When the Guard show up 
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at Lupe’s rancho at 930 inquiring after 
Adolfina, a tortuous w a h g  game begins. 

As Argueta develops their story, we re- 
alize that only the Fuentes women remain 
to bear witness to the martyrdom of their 
menfolk and to carry on the struggle pre- 
cipitated by the crisis of conscience that has 
motivated the Salvadoran pueblo to demand 
its rights. Chepe, Justino, and Helio speak 
to us through the memories of women who 
must cope with a world completely tom 
apart, one in which normal patterns of sur- 
vival have been destroyed. Lupe thinks: 
‘’ ‘What’s important is to be. aware that one 
is poor,’ Chepe tells me repeatedly.” Wait- 
ing inside her Guard-occupied house for 
Adolfina to arrive, she recalls what her hus- 
band’s sense of commitment has taught her: 
“Conscience is all the things we do for the 
benefit of others without seeking our own 
interest.” Adolfina remembers her father 
Helio’s words: “For as long as I can re- 
member, the authorities have been this 
way-they shoot first and ask questions later. 
Well, I began to understand .... It’s not just 
about getting annoyed or getting indig- 
nant .... It should be called awareness, not 
rebelliousness ... .” 

Adolfina has learned much from these 
men, using their teachings as the basis for 
her own involvement in the struggle for 
change. Already she has put herself at great 
risk by taking part in a demonstration for 
better prices for fertilizer and insecticide 
and by participating in the occupation of 
the San Salvador Cathedral to protest atroc- 
ities-including her uncle’s murder-in 
Chalatenango Province. Interestingly, the 
guerrilla movement is not at issue here. The 
FuentesGuardado family’s single affiliation 
has been with the Catholic Church and the 
Christian farmworkers organization. 

At the same time that he brings us inside 
the Fuentes Guardado family, Argueta also 
reveals the perverted mentality that guides 
the “authorities”-men who, as we learn 
from Lupe and Maria Pia and Adolfina, are 
long-familiar sons of neighbors. In brilliant 
monologues spoken by a private in the 
Guard, Argueta shows us how a monster is 
created. Despite the strangeness of his new 
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life inside the Guard and the rigor of his 
training, the private comments: “All told. 
I wouldn’tchange my life foranything. God 
be my witness. We eat meat every day.. . . We 
have to be well fed, the gringo tells us, so 
we can defend the country.. ..One must be 
ready to defend the country even at the 
expense of our own brothers.. . .The trainer 
shouts, ‘Who is our worst enemy?’ And we 
shout, ‘The people!’ ” Referring to one of 
his classes, he says: “[There is] another 
class called psychology, which is to say, 
how you can make people suffer by the mere 
use of words. .. .This science of psychology 
has something to do with electric appara- 
tuses.” Summing up his position in Sal- 
vadoran society, the private says: “What’s 
worse is eating shit here [in Chalate]. bust- 
ing your ass from sunup to sundown for a 
wage .that’s barely sufficient to subsist 
on .... The thing is, all civilians are shit ... they 
envy our uniforms, the fact that we’ve got- 
ten ahead in life.” 

When Adolfina finally arrives at her 
grandmother’s home, a cruel farce is played 
out for the two women. Under the pretext 
of needing Adolfina to help identify a c a p  
tured man, the Guard drag Chepe-Lupe’s 
husband, Adolfina’s grandfather-into the 
house. He is beaten so badly that Adolfina 
doesn’t recognize him; and when Lupe does, 
she says to herself “My body turns to ice 
as I see you transformed into a piece of 
meat bitten by dogs.” Private Marthez- 
perhaps the private whose thoughts we have 
listened to earlier-tells them: “We want 
you to look in this mirror. That’s how you’re 
going to end up, all of you who don’t love 
the rich, because the enemies of democracy 
have poisoned your hearts.. . .” 

To protect her small children and Adol- 
fina, Lupe must deny recognition of her own 
husband. Nevertheless, she summons the 
courage to tell the authorities: “We have 
allowed you to kill us slowly. But we’ve 
come to our senses while it’s not too late. 
My granddaughter is alive and you are not 
going to kill her slowly. I know it, and it 
is what you don’t like. She lives for all of 
us, she breathes for us. she is being born 
while we are in our death throes; it is also 
possible she will save us.” When the Guard 
depart, Lupe must immediately face the 
desperate future awaiting her children, her 
grandchildren, and herself. 

In an image that underscores the excru- 
ciating tension now assumed by the very 
passing of the hours. she t h i n k s :  “Sweating, 
the afternoon walks across the clean sky. 
Goodbye, Jod.” But Adolfina also ponders 
the future, envisioning the growing num- 
bers of committed young Salvadorans and 
the final “death” of Private Marthez. @$!!d 

PHILOSOPHY AND THE ART 
OF WRITING: STUDIES IN 
PHILOSOPHICAL AND LITERARY 
STYLE 

by Berel Lang 
(Bucknell University Press; 246 pp.; $28.50) 

John E .  Becker 

In an oral discussion I can ask what you 
mean and get an answer. The words have 
a certain transparency and fluidity engen- 
dered by the immediacy of feedback, ges- 
ture. and situation. Writing, by compari- 
son, exists in a kind of contextual vacuum. 
When you write, I can write back and ask 
what you mean, and you can write me an 
interpretation. And then 1 might ask if your 
first message said what your second mes- 
sage said it did. There is no longer, in other 
words, a conversation defining itself but. 
rather, a series of texts, stable and sym- 
bolic, from which I can ask a meaning and 
remain unsatisfied, or better, which I feel 
somewhat free to interpret. It is this static. 
nontransparent quality of texts-their non- 
cognitive opaqueness-that literary critics 
focus on. What Lang is out to tell us here 
is that philosophical writings. because they 
are texts. are the legitimate objects of a 
similar critical attention-and not only le- 
gitimate but necessary. The concepts of lit- 
erary criticism, that is to’say, belong in the 
study of philosophy. 

To illustrate: The epic tradition in ancient 
Greece, the “matter of Troy,” was a content 
in process, forming and reforming itself 
through the centuries of a timeless culture’s 
oral tradition. Once it became text, it be- 
came the ikons we know-the Iliad. the 
Odyssey-suffering not only our constant 
reinterpretations but our centuries-long fail- 
ure to understand it as a record of an entirely 
different thought process from our own 
writing-based one. Similarly with Socrates. 
says Lang, who did not philosophize and 
then simply neglect to write it down. His 
very thinking, his philosophy, is different 
for being oral. The absence of a text was 
intrinsic to the thought, making it different 
even from the thinking Plato did in writing 
his Socratic dialogues. 

In calling our attention precisely to this 
moment in the evolution of thought, Lang 
strongly supports his own point. To some 
it may seem a very obvious point; yet it is 
one that needs to be made: The form in 
which philosophy is expressed is integral 
to its content. Philosophy, Lang goes on, 
is less science than it is art; it is the ongoing 
self-defi~tion of man, as is literature. In- 
dividual thinkers leave in their wake verbal 
ikons of themselves philosophizing. We, 
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